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A land comprising of 28 states and 7 union territories, India has a lot to offer its tourists not only in
terms of culture and heritage but also food, nature, atmosphere, language and of course religion.
One is sure to have a lifetime experience if he has India on his adventure list. The mountains are
sure to give you all the excitement and thrill of adventure sports in places like Rishikesh, Auli,
Uttaranchal, Arunachal Pradesh and Dodital.

Whether it is river rafting, mountaineering, wildlife safari, folk dances, spicy street food, monuments
and the different attires varying from state to state, India is a jam packed country with everything
required for entertainment, relaxation and memories together.

States like Jammu and Kashmir, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil
Nadu offer you great adventures to cherish lifelong. Starting from the north, Jammu and Kashmir
form the head of the country where Kashmir is known for its eye popping beauty and embroidery.
The embroidered shawls in Kashmir are world famous and will definitely attract you with their beauty
and intricate art work. Enjoy your stay on the Dal Lake in Srinagar, the capital of Jammu and
Kashmir where you will be staying in houseboats better known as Shikaraâ€™s.

It is the second largest lake in J&K and one of the most beautiful lakes in the country. Surrounded
by huge mountains and numerous gardens on three sides, the lake has a mesmerizing view of offer
the tourists.

Moving on the eastern India, West Bengal takes you in the land of tradition and sweet dishes.
Kolkata the capital of West Bengal is a must to see city during the month of September when the
people are all engrossed in the religious Durga Puja festival. It is a grand festival where people
dance and compete in front of the huge idol of Maa Durga with half burnt coconut covering in an
earthen pot. Itâ€™s a must see folk dance which is sure to give you goose bumps.

	

Rajasthan as known worldwide is famous for its colorful attires, rhythmic folk dances, exotic and
artistic heritage and warm welcome. The state is sure to leave you spell bound with a perfect blend
of all these attractions and leave you amidst of vast memories to take back home with you. You are
sure to love the camel ride and the intricate inherited architecture in palaces and various moments
built by the Mughal and the Rajput emperors.

Moving down towards the south, ideally the full southern India holds something important and
exciting however; Tamil Nadu is one of the major southern states. If visiting this state, do not forget
to touch the southernmost end of the India, Kanyakumari. Although it is a wild task to have covered
India in a short span, but with this last city covered, one can say to have seen the whole of India.

India has everything for every person around the world, literature, entertainment, architecture,
colors, languages, cuisine, textile or even simply going around and in taking the beauty.
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To get more information about a North India Tours, a Taj Mahal Tours and a Ladakh Tours, Visit-
northernindiatours.com
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